Abstract. Biomass burning represents both a significant and highly variable source of NO x to the atmosphere. This variability stems from both the episodic nature of fires, and from fire conditions such as the modified combustion efficiency of the fire, the nitrogen content of the fuel and possibly other factors that have not been identified or evaluated by comparison with observations. Satellite instruments offer an opportunity to observe emissions from wildfires, providing a large suite of measurements which allow us to study mean behavior and variability on the regional scale in a statistically rigorous manner. Here we use space-based measurements of fire radiative power from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer in combination with NO 2 tropospheric column densities from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument to measure mean emission coefficients (ECs in g NO MJ −1 ) from fires for global biomes, and across a wide range of smaller-scale ecoregions, defined as spatially-distinct clusters of fires with similar fuel type. Mean ECs for all biomes fall between 0.250-0.362 g NO MJ −1 , a range that is smaller than found in previous studies of biome-scale emission factors. The majority of ecoregion ECs fall within or near this range, implying that under most conditions, mean fire emissions of NO x per unit energy are similar between different regions regardless of fuel type or spatial variability. In contrast to these similarities, we find that about 24 % of individual ecoregion ECs deviate significantly (with 95 % confidence) from the mean EC for the associated biome, and a similar number of ecoregion ECs falls outside the range of all mean biome ECs, implying that there are some regions where fuel type-specific global emission parameterizations fail to capture local fire NO x emissions.
Introduction
Biomass burning emissions induce a variety of effects to climate and air quality. They impact the global radiative budget directly by absorbing or reflecting incoming radiation, e.g. CO 2 and aerosols, and/or indirectly by influencing the chemistry or physics of climate forcers, e.g. nitrogen oxides (NO x = NO + NO 2 ) and CO acting as ozone (O 3 ) precursors or aerosol indirect impacts on clouds (Bowman et al., 2009; Fiore et al., 2012; Jaffe and Wigder, 2012) . O 3 and aerosols also have negative health impacts, especially at high concentrations. Understanding, quantifying and mitigating these effects requires an understanding of both the magnitude of the emissions, as well as their variability across a range of spatial and temporal scales.
Current models of fire emissions rely on a biomass-burned approach: to estimate the mass of a compound emitted, an emission factor (EF in g kg −1 biomass burned) derived from in situ measurements of smoke is multiplied by an estimate of the total biomass burned, often calculated as the product of other factors, e.g. burn area, fuel loading, combustion completeness (Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Wiedinmyer et al., 2006; van der Werf et al., 2010) . This strategy has weaknesses, as the uncertainty in biomass burned for a particular fire is high, and even aggregate estimates at lower spatial and temporal resolution can have significant biases (van der Werf et al., 2010; Granier et al., 2011) . Additionally, measured EFs vary greatly between individual fires due to differences in fire conditions, e.g. fuel type, structure, moisture, etc. (Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Korontzi et al., 2003; van Leeuwen and van der Werf, 2011; van Leeuwen et al., 2013) . In this work, we focus on emissions of NO x , which
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A. K. Mebust and R. C. Cohen: Space-based observations of fire NO x emission coefficients are produced in wildfires as the result of oxidative combustion of nitrogen (N) contained in the biomass (Andreae and Merlet, 2001) . Measured NO x EFs for fires are generally considered to be positively correlated with modified combustion efficiency (MCE) and fuel N content (e.g. Lacaux et al., 1996; Battye and Battye, 2002) . A high MCE indicates a greater contribution of higher-temperature flaming combustion which is thought to oxidize the N more effectively, while high fuel N provides a larger source of N to ultimately be oxidized to NO x (Andreae and Merlet, 2001 ). However, observational evidence confirming these effects is limited, leading to a lack of understanding regarding the extent of these relationships. Observed correlations between NO x EFs and MCE are typically poor (e.g. Battye and Battye, 2002; Yokelson et al., 2011) , and fuel nitrogen content is rarely quantified. Models of fire NO x emissions typically use EFs for a few (3-7) fuel types, based on averages of EFs measured for fires of each particular fuel type (e.g. Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Hoelzemann et al., 2004; van der Werf et al., 2010; . The number of fires from which each EF is derived ranges from a handful (3-5) to tens or perhaps even hundreds, depending on the fuel type and the emitted species in question. However, even when EFs are derived from large numbers of fires, these observations come from only a few targeted measurement campaigns that sample many fires with fuels comprised of a relatively small range of plant species and over a short temporal span (e.g. Akagi et al., 2011) . This raises the question of whether the observations are representative of variations in emissions that would be observed under a more spatially and temporally comprehensive sampling strategy that incorporates spatially distinct fire regimes with the same fuel type and covers seasonal and interannual variations in rainfall, wind speed and other climatic conditions.
Several satellite instruments measure fire-related properties, providing data that span the globe, sample throughout the year, and include many fires in each region, allowing for statistical evaluation of variance in emissions and reducing the potential for bias due to an unrepresentative sample. Deriving an EF from satellite observations, however, is challenging due to the difficulty in estimating biomass burned in the fire and connecting that information to instantaneous measurements of atmospheric composition. Instead, methods for estimating the mass of a pollutant emitted per unit radiative energy released from the fire -a value we define as the emission coefficient (EC) to distinguish it from the EF -have been developed (Ichoku and Kaufman, 2005; Jordan et al., 2008; Vermote et al., 2009; Mebust et al., 2011; Mebust and Cohen, 2013) . The idea for an EC was born out of laboratory work that established a linear relationship between the amount of energy released by a fire and the total biomass burned, suggesting that (a) an energy-based parameterization is a logical alternative to a mass-based one, and (b) measured ECs should be proportional to EFs (Wooster, 2002; Wooster et al., 2005; Freeborn et al., 2008) . ECs provide a straightforward way to estimate EFs from satellite observations because measurements of fire radiative power (FRP) are made daily with near-global coverage from the two Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instruments, allowing for near-simultaneous estimation of energy and pollutant emissions for any species measured from space near the MODIS overpass times.
In two previous papers, we developed a method to combine global observations of FRP from MODIS with NO 2 tropospheric column density measurements from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) to calculate ECs for NO x and assessed the method as applied to fires in California and Nevada, and also examined seasonal variability in ECs in African savannas (Mebust et al., 2011; Mebust and Cohen, 2013) . Here we adapt this method to provide a global picture of variations in NO x emissions. We calculate ECs for several global biomes and for different ecoregions within these biomes, and describe how these ECs compare to each other and to EFs reported in previous studies.
Data
This analysis incorporates information from OMI, MODIS, a climate classification system, and the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) and Version 2 Reforecast (CFSv2). We use global observations from years 2005-2011.
OMI
OMI is a nadir-viewing spectrometer onboard the polarorbiting EOS-Aura satellite, with an equatorial overpass time of ∼ 13:45 (local time). OMI measures the solar irradiance and backscatter radiance from Earth at UV and visible wavelengths (270-500 nm with 0.5 nm resolution) to derive column densities for several trace gases. We use tropospheric vertical NO 2 column densities obtained from the OMI NO 2 standard product (OMNO2, Level 2, Version 2.1, Collection 3). The retrieval process for these columns is described in detail elsewhere (Bucsela et al., 2013) ; briefly, slant NO 2 columns are derived using differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS), separated into stratospheric and tropospheric components, and converted to vertical column densities using an air mass factor, which is derived from several parameters including terrain reflectivity and height and an estimated NO 2 vertical profile. The spatial footprint is 13 × 24 km 2 at nadir. We use data from the inner 40 (of 60) across-track pixels, omitting the low spatial resolution observations at the edge of the swath; resolution at the largest remaining pixels is approximately 15.5 × 42 km 2 . We also limit observations to those with a cloud fraction of less than 20 %, as pixels with a high cloud fraction have reduced sensitivity to NO 2 below the clouds (Boersma et al., 2002) , and we reject all pixels affected by the row anomaly. OMI NO 2 columns when looking at surface emissions. Small differences in this value do not significantly affect the results presented here. It is plausible that the a priori NO 2 vertical profile shapes used in the retrieval process might lead to a bias in measured NO 2 columns over smoke plumes. The OMNO2 standard product v2.1 uses GMI CTM monthly mean modeled NO 2 vertical profile shapes at 2 • × 2.5 • (Bucsela et al., 2013) . Previous work has identified a negative bias over persistent features smaller than this model resolution that results from the low spatial resolution of the estimated NO 2 profile. Specifically, Russell et al. (2011) developed a regional OMI NO 2 retrieval and found that urban NO 2 columns increased by 8 %, and this increase was primarily attributed to using WRF-Chem profiles at 4 km × 4 km resolution as opposed to the lower resolution profiles in the NASA standard product v1.0. This is consistent with the observation by Boersma et al. (2011) that when near-surface NO 2 gradients were less strong, it resulted in a decrease in measured NO 2 for a different retrieval of OMI, because a larger fraction of NO 2 was distributed relatively higher in the atmosphere where the OMI instrument sensitivity is higher. Given that fires are episodic, heavy-emitting point sources in regions that are typically remote with few other NO x emission sources, the assumed NO 2 vertical profile will have very little NO 2 distributed in the lowest layer as compared to the "true" NO 2 vertical profile over most fires. This difference will be much more pronounced than in an urban area where the assumed profile, while diluted over a large spatial scale, still represents some of the vertical gradient over a NO x source, and thus we expect a much larger bias. The impact of high aerosol loading may also have an effect, as one study considered the effects of mixed and/or layered aerosol and NO 2 on the NO 2 retrieval and found that effects are theoretically small when NO 2 and aerosol are collocated but much larger if the aerosol is above or below the plume (Leitao et al., 2010) . However, the importance of this effect to our work is uncertain, as it is expected that fresh smoke plumes will generally contain well-mixed NO 2 and aerosol. The potential magnitude of this effect is also unknown and estimating this magnitude is beyond the scope of this work. Regardless, there is a theoretical basis for a low bias in OMI NO 2 measurements over smoke plumes.
In Mebust et al. (2011) we found that EFs derived from measurements of MODIS FRP and OMI NO 2 were lower than reference EFs by a factor of approximately 2-5 (depending on the reference EF). We performed a comprehensive quantitative assessment of potential error sources, including the assumed NO x lifetime, assumed NO 2 : NO x ratio, value used to convert from energy released to biomass burned, diurnal behavior of FRP, choice of wind height, screening of FRP by clouds and/or canopy cover, and possible diurnal behavior of emission factors. We found that, with the exception of any bias in OMI NO 2 for which we could not provide a quantitative estimate, the sources with an expected positive bias were balanced by sources with an expected negative bias. Thus, the source of the observed discrepancy is not understood, although it potentially stems in part from the aforementioned low bias in OMI NO 2 over fires. However, we do not believe it varies in a statistically representative ensemble of fires, and thus relative differences in ECs are believed to be reliable. A more comprehensive and quantitative assessment of errors can be found in Mebust et al. (2011) .
MODIS
MODIS instruments operate on NASA's Aqua and Terra satellites. MODIS measures spectral radiance in 36 bands which cover visible and IR wavelengths. We use the Thermal Anomalies product (MYD14, Level 2, Collection 5) and the Land Cover product (MCD12Q1, Level 3, Collection 5.1). We only include fires detected by the Aqua MODIS instrument during daytime, as this allows near-coincident measurement of fires and NO 2 column densities. The Aqua equatorial overpass time is ∼ 13:30 (local time), meaning OMI and MODIS measurements are typically made ∼ 15 min apart. Fires are detected using the 4 µm and 11 µm bands; pixels with elevated radiance in these bands as compared to surrounding pixels are labeled as containing fire. The spatial resolution of the bands is 1 × 1 km 2 , but the algorithm is sensitive enough to detect fires as small as 100 m 2 . An estimate of pixel FRP is derived from the 4 µm brightness temperature. Further details on the fire detection and FRP estimation algorithms are discussed elsewhere (Kaufman et al., 1998; Justice et al., 2002; Giglio et al., 2003) It has been suggested that there exists a low bias in MODIS FRP resulting from reduced sensitivity to radiance under conditions where fires are too small to be detected, obscured by clouds or canopy cover, or burning below ground (e.g. Wooster et al., 2003; Boschetti and Roy, 2009; Vermote et al., 2009; Freeborn et al., 2011) . In this analysis we minimize most of these biases because we use only detected fires and compare with NO 2 columns directly over the source. In most of these cases, the percentage of undetected FRP due to undetected or cloud-obscured actively burning locations is likely small. In Mebust et al. (2011) , we determined that the magnitude of this bias was on the order of 15-30 % and that its effect on the derived ECs is counteracted by other biases. However, to the extent that our analysis considers relative differences in ECs, it may be sensitive to canopy effects or underground burning because these effects may vary in magnitude between different biomes. A low bias in FRP in particular biomes would elevate reported EC values in those biomes.
Land cover classifications are assigned to 500 × 500 m 2 pixels using the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) classification (Friedl et al., 2010) . We assume that land cover in 2011 is the same as in 2010 because at the time of this analysis, the land cover product was only available for years [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] and 2010 land cover, we estimate that only about 10 % of 2011 observations will be assigned an incorrect biome due to this assumption, which amounts to about 0.5 % of all observations. The IGBP classification scheme provides 17 different categorizations of land type; we assign many of these categories to biome categories as shown in Table 1 , but occasionally use the direct IGBP classifications.
Köppen-Geiger climate classification
Common EF schemes distinguish between tropical, temperate, and occasionally boreal forests (Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Hoelzemann et al., 2004; van der Werf et al., 2010; Akagi et al., 2011) ; to identify these distinct forest types we use the Köppen-Geiger global climate classification system at 0.5 Kottek et al., 2006) . This dataset classifies climate as one of five main climate types ("equatorial," "arid," "warm temperature," "snow," "polar"), with additional sub-classifications related to precipitation and temperature. We classify forests as "tropical" if they are found in "equatorial" climates, "temperate" if they are found in "arid" or "warm temperate" climates, and "boreal" if they are found in "snow" or "polar" climates. We also use subclassifications of the "equatorial" regime ("fully humid", "monsoonal" and "winter-dry") to separately examine differences in tropical evergreen vs. tropical dry deforestation.
CFSR, CFSv2
The CFSR is a global reanalysis and forecast for years from 1979 through 2010; CFSR was extended starting in 2011 using CFSv2 and continues as an operational real-time product (Saha et al., 2010 (Saha et al., , 2014 . Wind fields used in this work are from the 850 hPa vertical level (corresponding to approximately 1.5 km altitude) and are available at 0.5 • × 0.5 • resolution hourly. The reanalysis is performed with 6 h time steps and this is coupled with forecasts to provide output for every hour.
Methodology
We build on the methodology described in Mebust et al. (2011) , which was adapted from Ichoku and Kaufman (2005) . All fire pixels detected by the Aqua MODIS instrument daytime overpasses during 2005-2011 are assigned a land type using the MODIS land cover product for the appropriate year (or 2010 for fire pixels detected in 2011) and matched with OMI pixels coincident in space and from the same orbit (ranging from 7-22 min apart). OMI pixels that contain fire pixels with FRP above 250 MW are aggregated using a sorting algorithm such that adjacent OMI pixels are analyzed as a single fire "event". We note that Mebust et al. (2011) included OMI pixels containing less than 250 MW of FRP. Globally, we observed that there are many regions where fires occur more densely than in California and Nevada. Here, we chose the 250 MW criterion because we determined through testing that it was the minimum possible cutoff at which most pixels in these fire-dense regions did not aggregate into extremely large groups; we also calculated that under standard conditions of wind speed and predicted emission rates, the change in column density of NO 2 over an individual fire with FRP equal to 250 MW would generally be below the detection limit of OMI. To further ensure removal of data that cannot be attributed to an individual fire, we did not analyze any fire events that were greater in size than 3 OMI pixels in the along-track dimension or 2 OMI pixels in the across-track direction. Events greater than this size were typically aggregates of multiple small fires (e.g. several nearby agricultural fires) rather than individual fires. This restriction removed fewer than 1 % of observations. The total mass of NO 2 emitted by each fire was calculated using the total area of OMI pixels in the event and the column density of NO 2 over the fire after subtracting a background column density, calculated using fire-free OMI observations in the same location covering a period of 60 days before and 60 days after the fire. Events for which there were less than 10 valid background observations were considered to have a poorly characterized background column and were not analyzed further. Tests in Mebust and Cohen (2013) established that deriving the background from a smaller range of observations (e.g. 30 days before and 30 days after) reduced the observational sample size but did not otherwise affect the results. The time over which the observed NO 2 was emitted, the "clear time", was then calculated using the wind speed and direction near the fire, the OMI pixel edges, and the center of the fire, calculated as the mean of fire pixel locations weighted by pixel FRP. Dividing the mass of NO 2 emitted by the clear time yields the mass emission rate (MER), or rate at which the fire is emitting NO 2 as observed by the satellite. This is not, however, the direct NO 2 EC from the fire, since the NO 2 observed by satellite is at photostationary state. We assume that at photostationary state, 75 % of NO x is present as NO 2 to obtain the EC for NO x . This assumption is consistent with previous in situ measurements which typically find that NO 2 constitutes 50-100 % of NO x . Since we are concerned with relative comparisons of EFs, it is important to establish that this fraction will not vary significantly as a result of background ozone concentration. We estimate that the impact from this effect is small because our ECs scale by (NO + NO 2 ) : NO 2 rather than the direct ratio NO : NO 2 , and calculate that factor-of-two differences in background ozone will result in < 20 % change to (NO + NO 2 ) : NO 2. In Mebust and Cohen (2013) we presented evidence that seasonal variations in NO x ECs in African savannas were not primarily driven by changes in background ozone. For all ECs and EFs described in this work, the mass of NO x is calculated as NO, a common practice for fire NO x emissions. Satellite observations of fire plumes inevitably contain a mix of fresh (immediately over the source) and aged (downwind) emissions. Although the OMI spatial resolution is relatively high, NO x loss is fast enough (lifetime on the scale of hours) that significant loss of NO x can occur by the time the plume reaches the edge of the OMI pixel. We correct for this effect using a 1-D model and 2 h lifetime assumption as described in Mebust et al. (2011) . All data subsequently presented in this paper has been adjusted using this model and assumed lifetime.
To ensure the data is representative of emissions from fires, we remove points with high background column density (3.5 × 10 15 molecules cm −2 ), or either long (> 3 h) or short (< 15 min) clear times. Observations with a high background tend to yield higher uncertainty in calculated mass of NO 2 emitted by the fire; long clear times increase the likelihood that the fire violates the assumption that the fire properties have not changed significantly over the time of observation; and short clear times can result in an anomalously high (or negative) MER as the clear time appears in the denominator of the MER, amplifying uncertainty in the difference between the observed NO 2 column density over the fire and the background NO 2 column density. Approximately 30 % of observations are removed by these filters.
We present results for all fires of a particular fuel type across the globe (i.e. a "biome-scale" EC) and for spatially distinct clusters of fires of similar fuel types (i.e. an "ecoregion-scale" EC). We note that the phrase "fuel type" as used throughout this work is intended to distinguish acrossbiome variability in fuel composition (e.g. forest vs. grassland fuels), not within-biome variability in characteristics such as fuel moisture, relative contributions of leaf litter vs. woody materials, etc. Fire biomes are identified using primary land cover type (for all fires) and climate classifications (for forests). To be classified as a particular biome type, 75 % of FRP from a fire must come from fire pixels identified as that biome type. We use a spatial clustering method to further classify fires into ecoregions; fires of an individual fuel type (e.g forests) that occur within 250 km (100 km for grasses) of each other are grouped and each group is considered an ecoregion for the purpose of this analysis. ECs for both biomes and ecoregions are derived via linear regression with nonparametric bootstrap resampling using 5000 resamples (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986 ). The intercept is not forced through zero to account for any possible small bias in emission estimates from low-energy fires. Typically we require at least 100 observations to consider an EC adequately constrained. We also remove extreme high-weight points by removing all points that affect the fit by 100 % or more. There are only two ecoregions (and no biomes) that contain points that fall into this category; one ecoregion contained one such point and the other contained two. Figure 1 shows a map of all fires used to derive ECs. Fires are labeled as "other" if at least 75 % of FRP came from fire pixels not assigned to a biome type (see Table 1 ), or as "mixed" if they fail to meet the 75 % criteria for any Color indicates fuel type as determined using land cover and climatology. Fires were identified as having a particular fuel if greater than 75 % of measured FRP for that fire came from fire pixels of a single fuel type; fires not meeting this criterion are designated "mixed fuels". Fires are labeled as "other" if at least 75 % of measured FRP came from fire pixels not assigned a biome type.
Results

Biome-scale ECs
individual biome type. We derive ECs for seven different biomes, keeping in mind that similar classifications are used in most fire emission modeling frameworks (e.g. GFED). The results are presented in Table 2 , along with an estimate for conversion to an EF, the number of fires (N), and the coefficient of determination (R 2 ). Calculated ECs fall between 0.250-0.362 g NO MJ −1 ; the lowest calculated EC (boreal forest) is ∼ 70 % of the highest calculated EC (grasslands). NO x EFs for wildfires are inherently variable, and thus it is important to distinguish between this variability and the confidence in the mean estimate of an EF for a group of fires. Traditional in situ measurement campaigns generally include the standard deviation of any calculated EF to provide an estimate of the variability between fires. The standard deviation conflates both inherent variability and also measurement uncertainty; however, for in situ measurements of fire emissions the measurement uncertainty tends to be low and thus the standard deviation primarily reflects the variability. These standard deviations tend to be large relative to the value of the EF due to this inherent large variability. An alternative metric, the standard error, indicates the confidence in the mean value rather than this inherent variability, and is valuable when attempting to assess uncertainties associated with emission estimates for aggregates of several fires. The standard error is related to the standard deviation but also depends on the number of observations -as the sample size of observations increases, the standard error decreases while the standard deviation does not. A major strength of our analysis is in the large number of observations we are able to analyze; however, each individual measurement in our analysis is associated with a higher uncertainty than in situ measurements.
This uncertainty in individual measurements is large enough that estimates of variability in our analysis necessarily conflate the inherent natural variability and also the measurement uncertainty. Therefore, for the biome-and ecoregionscale ECs reported in this work, we provide an estimate of the standard error only, noting that there remains a large variability in ECs for individual fires.
For an example of this inherent variability (with contributions from individual measurement uncertainty), we calculate ECs directly (dividing MER by FRP) for fires of all fuel types with high FRP (> 5000 MJ s −1 ). The distribution, with both arithmetic and geometric mean and standard deviation, of the directly-calculated ECs is shown in Fig. 2 . The arithmetic standard deviation of ECs is 72 % of the arithmetic mean. However, the distribution is not normal, limiting the value of arithmetic statistics. A log-normal distribution and geometric statistics offer a better description of the observations. The geometric mean for a log-normal distribution is equal to the median; the geometric standard deviation is a multiplicative factor rather than an additive one. In this case, a geometric standard deviation of ∼ 2 indicates that approximately 68 % of observations are contained between one-half and twice the geometric mean. Unfortunately, this kind of analysis requires a large number of high-FRP fires so it cannot be used to compare variability between biomes and ecoregions. Another way to highlight the natural variability of ECs between individual fires is to consider the R 2 value, which is also the fraction of explained variance. An R 2 of ∼ 0.3 (as observed in the case of most of our biome-scale ECs) indicates that about 70 % of the variance is unexplained by a linear relationship between FRP and MER. Despite the large variance, however, most of our ECs have a relatively low standard error, or estimate of the uncertainty in the mean EC (15 % or lower). As previously mentioned, this is because of the large number of observations that factor into each EC. One advantage of the nonparametric bootstrap resampling method we use to calculate each EC is that it provides a direct estimate of this distribution of variability in the best fit parameter via the distribution of bootstrap resamples. Therefore we can estimate the standard error in our ECs by calculating the standard deviation of the bootstrap resamples. We use this method to provide the standard error of all ECs presented in this work. The bootstrap resamples are generally normally distributed, so we provide arithmetic standard deviations as our estimate of the standard error.
Atmos
Spatial variability within biomes
Within each biome there are several spatially distinct ecoregions. Our analysis identified 42 separate ecoregions. Three of the forest ecoregions spanned multiple biomes (e.g. tropical and temperate forests) so we calculate two ECs for each of these three ecoregions; thus we calculate 45 ecoregionscale ECs in all. Maps of ecoregions and corresponding ECs are shown in Figs. 3-6 ; ECs, R 2 and N for each ecoregion are available in tables in the Supplement. We also calculate p values, the probability that each ecoregion EC is the same as the mean biome EC, for statistical testing directly using bootstrap distributions of the difference between each ecoregion EC and the mean EC for that biome. We find that most (34 out of 45, or ∼ 75 %) ecoregion ECs are not significantly different than the mean biome EC at the 0.05 level. However, there are ecoregions with significantly different ECs in all biomes. We include the p value in the supplementary tables for these cases. When differences between ecoregion and mean biome ECs are statistically significant, they tend to be large, with most differences ranging from 50 % to more than a factor of 2. Figure 3 shows a map of all forest ecoregions containing more than 100 separate observations and ECs for those ecoregions. Fires from clusters with fewer than 100 observations are shown in black. ECs are calculated separately for each biome category (e.g. tropical vs. temperate forest) and biomes are indicated by marker shape. The range of mean biome ECs for all biomes is indicated in grey. We find that one of six tropical forest ecoregion ECs is significantly different from the mean tropical forest EC (Region B); similarly, one of six temperate forest ecoregion ECs is significantly different from the mean temperate forest EC (Region G). One of two boreal forest ecoregion ECs is different from the mean boreal forest EC (Region K). Correlation coefficients (R 2 ) for each ecoregion range between 0.1 and 0.5 (see Supplement).
Forests
Grasses
Results for grass fire ecoregions are found in Fig. 4 . These ecoregion ECs are the most variable of all the biomes; six of the seventeen ecoregions have ECs that are significantly different from the mean grassland EC (Regions L, P, R, X, Y, and Z). In these ecoregions, ECs range from as large as 0.95 to as small as 0.187 g NO MJ −1 . However, ECs in the remaining ecoregions are all within 30 % of the mean grassland EC. Correlation coefficients (R 2 ) for each ecoregion range from 0.1 to 0.7; seven of the seventeen ecoregions have R 2 greater than 0.4. Three of those have ECs that differ significantly from the mean (Regions X, Y and Z).
Shrubs
The shrubland biome is not considered in most global treatments of fire NO x emissions, likely because there are few measurements of shrub EFs and shrub fires generally do not make up a large portion of the global biomass consumed by fire. These fires are (presumably) partitioned into other biome categories. Our mean biome EC for shrubs falls within the range of other mean biome ECs, suggesting that treating shrub fires as grass or forest fires would not cause a large bias in global total fire emissions. Results from our shrub ecoregion analysis are presented in Fig. 5 . The range of variation is smaller than in other biomes, although one of five ecoregions is statistically significantly different from the mean shrub EC (Region DD). Correlation coefficients for these ecoregions are generally much higher than for ecoregions in other biomes, ranging from 0.3 to 0.7 with four of five regions having R 2 ∼ 0.4 or above. This may be due to better consistency in emission conditions as a result of the smaller size of the shrub regions vs. grass or forest regions In (a), black markers identify forest fires belonging to clusters with less than 100 observations. In (b), marker shapes are used to identify biomes for each EC, determined via climate classifications: triangles indicate tropical, squares indicate temperate, and diamonds indicate boreal forests. In regions where there is adequate sampling of more than one biome type, ECs are calculated for both biomes (e.g. Region E). The tropical (solid), temperate (dashed) and boreal (dotted) forest mean biome ECs are indicated by the black horizontal lines. The range of all mean biome ECs (as presented in Table 2 ) is indicated in grey.
and/or of the greater number of highly energetic fires as a percent of observations (> 10 % of observations have FRP above 2000 MJ s −1 for shrub fires, as opposed to less than 10 % for grass and forest fires). The reasons for higher FRP in shrub biomes is not clear, but may be related to the higher fuel loading as compared to grass fires, and the potentially higher temperature combustion and/or faster rate of spread as compared to forest fires.
Agriculture
Results for agricultural fires are presented in Fig. 6 . Fire emissions of NO x from this biome are perhaps the hardest to characterize, because these controlled fires are usually small. This is reflected in the relatively larger uncertainties (see Fig. 6b ) and also in much lower correlation coefficients; R 2 is below 0.15 for all but one of the 9 crop regions shown below.
Only one of the nine ecoregion ECs is statistically significantly different from the mean agricultural EC (Region NN); however, that may partly be due to the higher uncertainties in ECs for this crop type. Using a harvested crop area dataset (Monfreda et al., 2008) , we identify the main crop type for most regions to be wheat, except Region HH (sorghum) and Regions KK and LL (soybeans). There is no obvious relationship between crop type and EC. In (a) , black markers identify grass fires belonging to clusters with less than 100 observations. In (b), the mean grassland biome EC is indicated by the black line, while the range of all mean biome ECs (as presented in Table 2 ) is indicated in grey.
Atmos
Discussion
Biome-and ecoregion-scale similarities and differences
Broadly, the ECs presented here suggest that mean fire behavior is similar regardless of biome or ecoregion. We find that 75 % of ecoregion ECs are not significantly different from the corresponding biome-scale EC. These "biomesimilar" ecoregion ECs fall within 32 % of the mean biome EC for all biomes except agriculture; within some biomes, the difference between the largest and smallest "biomesimilar" ecoregion ECs is as low as a few percent. Differences in the agricultural biome are larger partly because of larger uncertainties in the derived ECs. As previously noted, biome-scale ECs themselves cover a relatively narrow range (the lowest value is ∼ 70 % of the highest value). We find that almost half of the ecoregion-scale ECs (21 out of 45) fall directly into this range, and for 9 more ecoregion-scale ECs the difference between the EC and this range is less than the standard error of the ecoregion-scale EC. However, there are several ecoregion-scale ECs that do not overlap this range within the ecoregion standard error of the EC, or even twice the ecoregion standard error of the EC. These ECs are generally substantially different (i.e. by 50 % or more) from the biome scale ECs. These differences suggest that emissions differ more with location than with fuel type, challenging the traditional model of emissions as fuel type-specific. The number of observations within each ecoregion that deviate significantly from the mean biome ECs is large enough to confirm that these differences are statistically robust and not the product of an anomalously small sample size. The large differences in these ECs as compared to the mean biome EC will result in significant biases in emission estimates for these specific regions if the mean EC is used. The most notable of these is for boreal forest in Asia (Region K). Most conventional estimates of boreal forest NO x EFs are derived from measurements of fires in North America; however, we find that ECs in boreal forest in Asia are fully twice those in North America (Region J). This is particularly important because emissions from boreal forest fires play an especially important role in global atmospheric composition and chemistry (Jacob et al., 2010; Simpson et al., 2011) . In (a) , black markers identify shrub fires belonging to clusters with less than 100 observations. In (b), the mean shrubland biome EC is indicated by the black line, while the range of all mean biome ECs (as presented in Table 2 ) is indicated in grey.
We do not fully understand the causes of the observed ecoregion-scale differences. It is possible that differences in fuel N content and/or fire MCE are responsible, but evaluating these factors on the scale of an ecoregion requires an in-depth understanding of local fire behavior as well as observations of these factors that currently do not exist on the spatial or temporal scale of this analysis. Rather than speculating on specific causes here, we instead hope that identification of clear differences in different ecoregions guides future efforts to reveal and assess processes that govern fire emissions.
Comparison to previous work
We compare both to our previous work quantifying fire emissions from space, and to global biome EFs from conventional fire emission schemes.
California and Nevada revisited
In Mebust et al. (2011) we applied the same basic methodology with minor differences to fires over [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] • N) and found that our calculated MER was correlated with FRP with R 2 ranging from 0.3 to 0.8, that relative differences in emissions between fuel types previously obtained by in situ measurements were reproduced by our analysis, and that the absolute values of the ECs and EFs we measured were several times smaller than previously obtained EF and EC measurements. In this work, we update our analysis to incorporate a more recent version of the OMI NO 2 retrieval (Standard Product v2.1 vs. v1.0), a different wind dataset (CFSR winds at 850 hPa and 0.5 • × 0.5 • resolution vs. NARR winds at 900 hPa and 32 km resolution), additional years of observations (2009) (2010) (2011) , removal of OMI pixels containing less than 250 MW of total FRP from further analysis, and adjustments to how observations were selected for removal with respect to e.g. background, clear time, etc. Here we include a comparison to those previous results. Figure 7 shows MER vs. FRP for (a) all fires, (b) forest fires, (c) shrub fires and (d) grass fires in the California/Nevada region indicated above, using the updated method. In most cases, the R 2 for each category is slightly higher than observed in Mebust et al. (2011) In (a), black markers identify agricultural fires belonging to clusters with less than 100 observations. In (b), the mean agricultural biome EC is indicated by the black line, while the range of all mean biome ECs (as presented in Table 2 ) is indicated in grey.
retrieval in the Standard Product v2.1 vs. v1.0, and/or a reduction in the number of points scattered around zero. We also perform a multiple regression as in Mebust et al. (2011) , and derive ECs of 0.203 ± 0.042, 0.290 ± 0.040, and 0.195 ± 0.022 g NO x MJ −1 (as NO) for forest, shrub, and grass fires, respectively. In an absolute sense, these values are lower than those derived in Mebust et al. (2011) by 52 % for shrubs, 34 % for grasses, and 16 % for forests. Much of the decrease is due to generally lower values of tropospheric NO 2 columns in version 2.1 of the NASA OMNO2 standard product relative to version 1.0. Further reduction in the case of shrub fires is due to inclusion of the years 2009-2011 which had generally lower ECs (∼ 26 % below the mean EC for all years). In Mebust et al. (2011) we found that the relative differences between grass, shrub and forest fire ECs derived from OMI and MODIS data reproduced similar relative differences in EFs measured for primarily North American fires in situ. In this analysis, we find that the relative differences in ECs and EFs remain within one standard deviation of one another, though the agreement in the ratio is slightly worse. For example, the ratio of grass to forest fire EFs obtained in Battye and Battye (2002) is 1.4 ± 0.8; the ratio of ECs for the same fuels as reported in Mebust et al. (2011) is 1.2 ± 0.4 and in this work is 1.0 ± 0.2. The ratio between shrub and forest fire ECs in both studies is similarly within one standard deviation of the ratio of shrub and forest fire EFs. As in both Battye and Battye (2002) and Mebust et al. (2011) , we find that shrub fires in this region emit more NO x per unit energy (or mass) than either grass or forest fires. The reason for higher shrub NO x emissions is unclear, but may stem from higher MCE, or from N deposition due to nearby anthropogenic emissions, an effect that is lessened in our analysis due to our removal of points with high NO x background (Laursen et al., 1992) . In both this work and Mebust et al. (2011) , we find that forest ECs are higher (relative to grass and shrub fires) than EFs presented in Battye and Battye (2002) .
Comparison with global EF summaries
There exist several previously published EFs intended for use in global models: an initial comprehensive summary of EFs for many species and fuel types presented by Andreae and Merlet (2001) ; two updates to that work (Hoelzemann , 2004; van der Werf et al., 2010) ; and a recent summary using a more selective set of observations . EFs from each of these references, along with ECs from this work, are shown in Fig. 8 (on different y axes). Values for temperate forest, extratropical forest and chaparral from Akagi et al. (2011) are updated to include observations that were published after the summary Yokelson et al., 2013) ; these updates are available at http://bai.acd.ucar.edu/Data/fire/. We note that EFs in previous studies are derived as the mean of several measurements, and the associated "error" bars shown in Fig. 8 are one standard deviation of the measurements. As we previously discussed, this means they reflect some of the natural variability in individual fire emissions, and are not an estimate of the uncertainty in the mean EF. This uncertainty could be estimated using the number of fires from which the EFs are derived, but this information is not easily and uniformly accessible and so we do not attempt it. The error bars for our work in Fig. 8 are estimates of the uncertainty in the EC, not the variance in individual measurements, and so they estimate a different quantity than the "error" bars from the other studies and should not be directly compared. The previously published summaries differ substantially from one another, a reflection of the large variability in measured NO x EFs for individual fires even within a single global-scale biome, and the relatively small sample size which results in substantial changes to the mean when new measurements are added. We find that our biome-scale ECs fall within a narrower range than all of the previous studies. In a relative sense, our values compare best with those updated from Akagi et al. (2011) , although in forested regions they are generally higher (relative to other biomes). This difference may reflect the improvements in sampling coverage in the full satellite record vs. fire emissions measured in situ. However, it is also plausible that this difference results from a low bias in FRP over forested regions. Lower FRP in forest biomes due to canopy screening effects would elevate the ECs in those biomes relative to the other biomes. We estimate the plausible magnitude of this bias by assuming that the observed difference results entirely from the bias and not from sampling differences; in that case, FRP is biased low by ∼ 34 %, ∼ 40 %, and ∼ 67 % for tropical, temperate, and boreal forest fires, respectively. The difference in bias for boreal forest (vs. tropical and temperate forest) could be due to a higher proportion of burning of ground-level or belowground burning (e.g. peat) in boreal fires. While the differences we observe relative to Akagi et al. (2011) are almost certainly varied in source, this nevertheless provides a rough estimate of one plausible bias. We note that this estimate is specific to the accuracy of FRP as it pertains to actively detected fires, not the accuracy of FRP at e.g. 0. scale where canopy cover might completely obscure fires that would otherwise be detected by the MODIS algorithm.
Detailed information on the EF calculations in is available in supplementary material of that paper, and thus we can directly compare regional differences in ECs presented here with the EFs used in Akagi et al. (2011) to examine how consistent our results are beyond broad biome categorizations. Akagi et al. (2011) divide the tropical forest NO x EF into two EFs: one for tropical evergreen deforestation, and one for tropical dry deforestation that is approximately twice as high. When we calculate ECs separately for forest fires in "monsoonal" and "winter-dry" equatorial regimes, that value is higher (by a factor of 1.89) than the EC calculated for forest fires in the "fully humid" equatorial regime. If these climate classifications provide an adequate proxy for evergreen vs. dry deforestation, this result is consistent with Akagi et al. (2011) . We also find that the temperate forest EC from Region J is very slightly below the mean temperate forest EC, and forest fire ECs in the California/Nevada region are even lower than in Region J; this is consistent with results from Akagi et al. (2011) in that measurements of California pine understory EFs made by Burling et al. (2011) are slightly below the mean temperate forest understory EF, and EFs from Oregon wildfires measured by Radke et al. (1991) are below the mean temperate forest EF.
In contrast, in Akagi et al. (2011) EFs reported for tropical forest fires in Mexico ) are higher (3-5 g NO x as NO kg −1 ) on average than EFs for tropical forest fires in Brazil (1-2 g NO x as NO kg −1 ; Ferek et al., 1998; Yokelson et al., 2008) , while our analysis suggests that ECs from tropical forests in Mexico and Brazil are similar to each other, with ECs in Mexico slightly lower (see Fig. 3 , regions D and E). We also find that ECs for the region that encompasses North and South Carolina in our analysis (region G) are much higher than the mean EC for temperate forests, which is inconsistent with the below-mean or slightly above mean EFs in the aggregate EF from Akagi et al. (2011) for this biome.
Conclusions
We present biome-and ecosystem-resolved NO x ECs, based on satellite measurements of tropospheric NO 2 from OMI and of FRP from MODIS, for several different biome and ecosystem categories. These ECs are obtained via a method that was adapted from Mebust et al. (2011) for application to global fires and is also updated to include subsequent years of observations and an improved version of the OMI NO 2 retrieval. We compare our biome-scale ECs with summaries of EFs based on in situ measurements and find that the range of biome-scale ECs observed here is smaller than for EFs in previous works. Our results are for the most part consistent with relative differences in EFs from Akagi et al. (2011) although emissions in forest biomes are relatively higher.
We find that the majority of ecoregion-scale ECs are not statistically significantly different from the corresponding mean biome EC, while biome-scale ECs themselves fall into a narrow range with the smallest EC (0.250 g MJ −1 ) fully 70 % of the largest (0.362 g MJ −1 ) EC. We do, however, observe ecoregion-scale ECs that are both significantly and substantially different from the mean biome EC and/or from the range of biome-scale ECs, demonstrating that there exist regions where mean fire NO x emission behavior is very different from the global mean. While mean biome and ecoregion ECs are relatively similar, variability in individual fire ECs remains high. Future efforts should focus on elucidating the particular processes that govern this variability; the observed differences in ECs can hopefully guide these efforts by identifying regions where there are important differences in fire NO x emission behavior.
